Affect induction through musical sounds: an ethological perspective
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How does music induce or evoke feeling states in listeners? A number of mechanisms have been proposed for how sounds induce emotions, including innate auditory responses, learned associations and mirror neuron processes. Inspired by ethology, it is suggested that the ethological concepts of signals, cues and indices offer additional analytic tools for better understanding induced affect. It is proposed that ethological concepts help explain why music is able to induce only certain emotions, why some induced emotions are similar to the displayed emotion (whereas other induced emotions differ considerably from the displayed emotion), why listeners often report feeling mixed emotions and why only some musical expressions evoke similar responses across cultures.

1. Introduction

When asked why they listen to music, people commonly allude to the pleasure of how music makes them feel. Music is capable of evoking a wide range of feeling states from the pedestrian to the sublime [1,2]. Not all emotions are equally easy to evoke, however. Music might evoke feelings of exuberance, compassion or tenderness, but it is less common that music evokes or portrays emotions such as jealousy or guilt [3].

Conceptually, a distinction can be made between emotional representations in music and the emotions that are evoked or induced by music. Theoretically, a musical passage might be regarded as portraying (say) fear, but evoking (instead) jocularity. Considerable research has focused on the associations between various acoustical features and the representation or portrayal of various affects through music (see [4] for summary). It is generally acknowledged, however, that the more difficult problem is identifying the means by which affective states are evoked in listeners.

Several possible mechanisms have been proposed to account for musically evoked emotions. These include innate auditory responses, learned associations, mirror neuron processes and many other possible sources (e.g. [5,6]). Efforts to identify possible sources have been partly confounded by the variability of responses both between different cultural communities and between individuals within a given culture. Even with regard to the perception or recognition of affective portrayals in music, extant research has documented considerable variability. For example, whether a particular musical passage is perceived as expressing or representing a given emotion is known to be influenced by personality: listeners who score high on Neuroticism are more likely to characterize a passage as ‘sad-sounding’ [7].

The variability found between individuals and cultures has led some researchers to conclude that music-induced affect must arise principally or exclusively due to learning. This variability further implies that any presumed biological foundations for music are likely to be shallow, and so calls into question several proposals for possible evolutionary bases for the origins of music.

Both conditioned responses and learned associations may have an arbitrary relationship to the musical stimulus: a song that typically evokes happiness might, for some listener, evoke sadness due to an association with a failed romantic relationship. While some learned associations are widespread across a population (such as the use of a tune in a popular television show), many
associations are idiosyncratic to specific listeners. Even if it were the case that learned associations provoke the strongest and most reliable emotions in listeners, unless these associations are broadly shared across listeners, there is little incentive for musicians to use these associations as compositional tools for evoking particular responses. The existence of a musical culture depends on shared experiences.

From a musical perspective, purported mirror neuron processes appear to offer a more attractive method for inducing listener emotions since mirror neurons imply a close echoing of expressed and evoked emotion (at least when there is a mirrored action involved). Gallese et al. [8] have suggested that mirror neurons provide a plausible neurological mechanism for empathetic responses. Singer et al. [9] carried out brain scans while they inflicted obvious pain on a romantic partner of the person being scanned. They found similar patterns of activation in brain regions associated with pain in the observing romantic partner—suggesting that empathetic responses rely on emulating the emotional experiences of others. Although Singer’s work does not specifically link empathetic responses to mirror neuron processes, several studies are indeed consistent with the idea that mirror neuron systems lead to empathetic feeling states [10,11]. Evidence consistent with auditory-evoked mirror responses exists [12,13] and Molnar-Szakacs & Overy [6] have explicitly proposed that music evokes empathetic affective states in listeners through a mirror neuron process.

The promise of mirror neurons notwithstanding, in this paper, other ways by which music might induce emotions are proposed and explored. Drawing on concepts in ethology, it is suggested that ethological signals, cues and indices provide additional useful analytic tools for approaching auditory-induced affect. In particular, it is suggested that these concepts can help to decipher whether a given musical or acoustical feature is likely to induce similar affective responses in listeners across cultures.

2. Size matters

One of the best cross-species generalizations one can make about behaviour is that appearing to be large is associated with threat, whereas appearing to be small is associated with deference or submission. This principle is not restricted to vision. One of the best generalizations one can make regarding acoustics is that large masses or volumes vibrate at a lower frequency than small ones. Morton [14] observed this principle in a broad sample of vocalizations from 56 species. In general, high-pitched calls are associated with fear, affinity or submission, whereas low-pitched calls are associated with threat or aggression. This same principle has been observed in human speech. Across cultures, high pitch is associated with friendliness or deference, whereas low pitch is associated with seriousness or aggression [15].

The same relationship has been observed in music. When melodies are transposed lower in pitch, they are perceived as less polite, less submissive and more threatening [16]. This effect is clearly apparent in opera, where heroic roles tend to be assigned to high-pitched tenors and sopranos, whereas villainous roles tend to be assigned to basses and contraltos [17]. In speech, an important acoustical distinction is made between the source and filter components [18]. The vocal folds provide the sound source whose vibrations determine the fundamental frequency ($F_0$) or pitch of the voice. The vocal tract (pharynx, oral cavity and nasal passages) provides the filter component. The volume and length of the oral cavity can be manipulated, changing the resonance of the ensuing sound. Low-resonance vowels are associated with a dropped chin and protruding lips that both lengthen the vocal tract and increase the oral cavity volume. Conversely, high-resonance vowels are associated with a raised chin and retracted lips—resulting in higher frequency resonances. The independence of the source and filter in speech means that there are two distinct frequency components: the fundamental frequency and the vocal tract resonance.

Ohala [19] proposed a theory of the human smile that deserves to be better known. Why would a display that commonly reveals a person’s teeth be construed as anything other than a threat display? Tartter [20,21] showed that listeners easily recognize the sound of a smiling voice. Pulling the lips taut against the teeth shortens the vocal tract length (VTL)—shifting the main resonance higher in frequency. Ohala suggested that the smile originated as an auditory rather than as a visual display. Specifically, the upward shift of the smiling-voice resonance is consistent with the association of small size with affiliative or deferential behaviours.

Ohala’s conjecture suggests that the ‘opposite’ of the smile may not be the frown, but the pout—where the lips are thrust outward. The association of a pout or pucker display with threat has been observed in many animal species [22–27]. Among humans, the aggressiveness of the pout is evident in film portrayals of the hooligan where the speaker’s lips are pushed forward—producing a bellicose or hostile-sounding timbre. Although Ohala has drawn attention to the auditory properties of smiling, as we will see, the combination of visual and auditory features likely represents the more seminal observation.

3. Signals and cues

Consider the distinction made by ethologists between signals and cues [28,29]. A signal is an evolved purposeful communicative behaviour, such as evident in a rattlesnake’s rattle. The rattle is a special anatomical organ that has evolved explicitly for communicative purposes. When threatened, the rattling behaviour alerts the observer to the possibility of a pre-emptive or retaliatory attack.

By contrast, an ethological cue is a non-functional behaviour that is nevertheless informative. An example would be the buzzing sound produced by a mosquito suggesting an imminent attack. When hearing the buzzing of a mosquito, past experience suggests that there is a good likelihood of being bitten. However, in this case, the buzzing sound is simply an unintended consequence of the insect flapping its wings—not a functional communicative act.

Both the rattlesnake’s rattle and the mosquito’s buzzing presage the possibility of an attack. But one is a functional signal, whereas the other is an artefactual cue. Both sounds are informative, but only one sound is overtly communicative. Signals are important because their purpose is to change the behaviour of the observer—to the mutual benefit of signaler and observer [30,31]. Among ethologists, the ensuing changes in behaviour are thought to arise because the signal activates co-evolved circuits intended to influence motivation. Among humans, these motivational circuits are more commonly deemed ‘emotions’ [32]. Unlike cues, signals are
evolved behaviours that induce stereotypic feeling states in an observer—as when crying evokes feelings of compassion in a bystander [33–35]. In music, those acoustical features that imitate true signals (in the ethological sense) are most likely to induce affective states in listeners that are similar cross-culturally. That is, signal-like musical features are likely to be interpreted similarly.

Moreover, with regard to affect induction, the concept of an ethological signal provides a commonly overlooked mechanism for generating affect in observers. If ethologists are correct, these behavioural changes are largely automatic and species-wide.

4. Multimodal signals

Determining whether a particular behaviour represents a cue or signal is non-trivial. Ethologists have proposed a number of characteristics that help in making this distinction. Most importantly, signals tend to be conspicuous [36,37]. If the purpose is to communicate, then the display behaviour is unlikely to be timid or subtle. One of the best ways to increase conspicuousness is by making the signal multimodal. In the case of the rattlesnake, for example, the raised shaking tail is visually distinctive, even if the rattling sound is not heard. Cues may also be multimodal, but as the behaviours are artefacts, they are less likely to exhibit multimodal features. In short, cues tend to be unimodal, whereas signals tend to be multimodal [30].

Whether or not Ohala’s theory of the acoustical origin of the smile is correct, the important point is that smiling exhibits both characteristic visual and auditory features—consistent with a multimodal tendency for ethological signals. That is, the smile display is consistent with a co-evolved communicative function. Note that the smile and pout relate only to the filter component of the source-filter foundations of vocalization. This raises the question of the signalling status of the source ($F_0$) component of vocalization. Unlike the smile, it is not immediately apparent whether changes in $F_0$ are accompanied by a distinctive visual element. Does a low voice signal aggression (in the ethological sense), or is it merely an artefactual cue? If $F_0$ is a signal, we might expect to see an accompanying visual correlate consistent with the multimodal tendency of ethological signals.

In the case of chimpanzees, $F_0$ is positively correlated with teeth and lip opening distances [38]. However, among Homo sapiens, the key visual element appears to reside in the eyebrows. Huron et al. [39] showed that the height of the eyebrows track vocal pitch. When asked to raise or lower the pitch of the voice, participants’ eyebrows tend to rise and fall in tandem with the pitch. Moreover, assessments of the resulting facial expressions are consistent with affective assessments of $F_0$: photographs of faces when producing a high-pitch vocalization were deemed much friendlier than matched facial photographs of low-pitch vocalization [39]. When producing a low pitch, the head tends to tilt downward, the chin drops and the eyebrows are lowered; conversely, when producing a high pitch, the head tends to tilt upward, the mouth tends to form a smile and the eyebrows are raised.

In order to control for a possible confounding motor relationship between the larynx and chin position, a second control experiment was carried out in which the photographs were cropped so that subjects could view only the region above the nose. Nevertheless, faces were clearly deemed more friendly or aggressive when producing high and low pitches, respectively. In a subsequent study [40], the reverse causation was also demonstrated. When instructed to move their eyebrows up or down, $F_0$ was found to move in tandem. The observations that moving pitch causes the eyebrows to move and that moving the eyebrows causes the pitch to move, implies the existence of a central motor process that controls both the eyebrows and the vocal folds. This multimodal relationship is consistent with an ethological signal—suggesting that eyebrow position and vocal pitch may be components of a single communicative display.

In light of these apparently successful reinterpretations of the smile and pitch/eyebrow displays, we might consider applying a similar ethological analysis to other facial expressions—and to consider their possible repercussions for understanding music-induced affect.

5. Sneer as signal

Ekman & Friesen [41] published a seminal description of the ‘contempt’ facial expression (cross-culturally replicated in [42]). Ekman proposed that contempt is a variant of the disgust display. When forming a disgust expression, the upper lip is elevated and the nostrils are flexed [41]. Contempt can be viewed as an asymmetrical version of disgust, in which the elevation of the upper lip and nostril flexion occurs on only one side of the face. According to Ekman, disgust is a general expression of revulsion (such as when exposed to repugnant smells or tastes), whereas contempt is a social expression—used to communicate hostility towards another person or social situation (see also [43]). Applying the ethological question, we might once again ask whether contempt is a signal? More specifically, is there a characteristic sound that accompanies a characteristic visual display?

Contemptuousness and sarcasm are readily conveyed through speech prosody. Even if one does not understand the language, contempt is often apparent. Sarcastic or contemptuous speech appears to be linked with high nasализation. The nasal quality of contempt is exemplified by playground taunts like $nya$, $nja$.

In the vocal tract, the nasal passages normally behave as static acoustical cavities with a fixed formant or resonance. However, the overall acoustical effect is influenced by the amount of airflow through the nose. Nasalization arises when the airflow is high [44]. So-called ‘nasals’—phonemes such as ‘m’ and ‘n’—are accompanied by high nasal airflow. The acoustical effect of nasalization is that the first formant becomes broader. As a consequence, more energy is shifted to the upper partials.

The volume of nasal airflow is determined by the size of the velopharyngeal opening. In general, the bigger the opening, the greater the nasality. Sundberg has suggested that nasalization is not directly caused by flexing nose muscles. Instead, there is some motor connection between the nose and the velum/pharynx that causes one to influence the other (J. Sundberg 2014, personal communication).

With regard to music, pertinent work has been carried out by Plazak [45] who asked instrumentalists to perform various passages (including single tones) in happy, sad, angry and sarcastic manners. In a forced-choice paradigm, Plazak found that listeners had little difficulty distinguishing these different
represented or expressed affects. Plazak then analysed the various sounds in an effort to identify acoustical correlates with musical sarcasm. For those instruments most capable of conveying sarcasm, Plazak found that the sarcastic renditions exhibited elevated levels of nasality as measured using standard speech analysis methods. Although further research is warranted, these observations suggest an association between a facial expression (‘sneer’) and a recognizable change in vocal sound (‘nasalization’)—consistent with multimodal tendencies of ethological signals. Moreover, we see evidence that these features generalize beyond speech—and can be observed in musical timbres as well.

6. Grief as signal: sadness as cue

Darwin [46] distinguished sadness (a low-arousal affect) from grief (a high-arousal affect). Compared with normal speech, sad speech is slower, quieter, lower in pitch, more monotone, more mumbled and exhibits a dark timbre (lower spectral centroid). Grief-related vocalizations, by comparison, exhibit high pitch, pharyngealization, breaking voice and ingressive phonation [47].

Huron offered a detailed argument that sadness bears the hallmarks of an ethological cue, whereas grief bears the hallmarks of an ethological signal [47]. Space limitations preclude reviewing the argument here. By way of summary, all of the features of sad speech can be attributed to low physiological arousal, and cannot be easily distinguished from similar low-arousal states such as relaxed speech or sleepy speech. Similarly, a nominally sad facial expression is not easily distinguished from a relaxed or sleepy facial expression. Moreover, sad individuals tend to remain mute—which is not consistent with a communicative function. By contrast, grief exhibits highly distinctive visual and acoustical features. Grief is accompanied by a compulsion to vocalize—exemplified by the rare phenomenon of phonating while inhaling (gasping sound). In addition, Gelstein et al. [33] have shown that psychic (emotionally evoked) tears contain a pheromone that induces observers to behave in a more compassion- ate way. In short, grief exhibits multimodal characteristics (visual, acoustical and olfactory) that result in notable changes in the feeling states of observers—consistent with an ethological signal. Sadness, by contrast, is easily confused with relaxation, and these confusions are echoed in musical confusions, such as disagreements among listeners about whether New Age music is sad-sounding or relaxing-sounding. As noted in §1, these judgements are known to be confounded by personality—suggesting that any presumed communicative function is not robust.

An especially distinctive acoustical feature of grief is the sound of ‘breaking’ voice—caused by an abrupt transition between falsetto and modal phonation. The breaking sounds are evident in many musical styles, including Western opera and country music. Paul & Huron [48] carried out a study of breaking voice in commercially recorded music and found that moments of breaking voice are positively correlated with grief-related content in the lyrics.

Recall that ethological signals are produced in order to change the behaviour of the observer to the benefit of the signal- ler. In the case of grief, crying behaviour has a tendency to evoke strong feelings of compassion in observers. This suggests that listening to musical passages that emulate grief-related acoustical features should tend to evoke—not feelings of sadness or grief, but feelings of compassion and tenderness in listeners.

7. Cuteness as index

In an exploratory study of auditory cuteness, we found that listeners exhibit high intersubjective agreement when characterizing the degree of ‘cuteness’ for various sounds. Listeners heard a wide range of sounds, including those produced by assorted toys and musical instruments. Sounds scoring high in cuteness (such as squeeze toys, ocarina, soprano recorder or music box) were described by listeners using terms such as fragile, delicate, innocent and vulnerable. The sounds appear to induce nurturing and protective attitudes. In short, the responses are consistent with the evoking of parenting behaviours appropriate for interacting with infants.

An analysis of the sound-producing mechanisms established that ‘cute’ sounds tend to be associated with a small resonant cavity activated by a small amount of energy. Although no formal tests were carried out, the optimum size of a ‘cute’ cavity appears to resemble the vocal tract of infants. Vorperian et al. [49] measured VTLs across various ages, from neonates to adults. A typical newborn infant has a vocal tract near 8 cm in length, whereas adult VTLs are typically 14–17 cm.

Pitch [50] has noted that VTL is consistent with the ethological concept of an index. An index is defined as a type of signal whose variability is causally related to the quality being signalled—and which cannot be faked [51]. An example of an index is the marking of trees by tigers. Tigers mark trees by reaching as high as they can along the trunk. Consequently, the position of the smell provides a reliable indicator of the size of the animal.

In the acoustical domain, formant dispersion has been identified as a reliable indicator of size [51]. Specifically, formant dispersion is directly proportional to VTL, and VTL is strongly correlated with body size [51]. In this regard, formant dispersion contrasts notably with vocal pitch. Although the sex, age and size of an individual establish a general tessitura or range for vocal pitch, within this range, pitch variability can be voluntarily controlled. In short, pitch provides a useful signal reflecting affective states such as aggressive or submissive attitudes, whereas formant dispersion provides a useful index of the individual’s size—largely independent of affective state or intention. As noted in §2, the VTL is susceptible to some modification (due to retracting or extending the lips). However, in contrast to pitch variability, VTL is much more constrained—much less susceptible to voluntary control, and therefore a reliable or honest indicator of body size.

In music, examples of ‘cuteness’ are readily found. A good example is the innocent ‘little girl’ voice of Helen Kane—a diminutive popular American singer from the 1930s. Kane became the model for the subsequent well-known Betty Boop cartoon character. In light of the idea that VTL represents an (honest) ethological index of size, it is understandable how these sounds might provoke descriptions suggestive of parent- ing behaviours—specifically, that the sounds might be described as innocent and vulnerable, while evoking feelings of care, tolerance or nurturing in listeners.

Signals, cues and indices are classes of adaptations. Apart from the adaptive concepts, Tinbergen would encourage
The stylized vocal trembling musicians call vibrato can be observed in many musical cultures around the world. Moreover, the same frequency modulation is commonly found in purely instrumental music, where special performance techniques are required in order to emulate the acoustical effects of trembling voice. The effect of vibrato is commonly described as rendering the sound ‘more emotional’—consistent with the etiology of trembling voice [55].

It is possible that vocal vibrato represents an ethological signal for which a learned association provides the proximal affect-inducing mechanism. However, the trembling is a straightforward consequence of a general physiological response—and so has the appearance of being artefactual. This suggests that vocal trembling is more likely to be a cue or a learned association.

At this point, it is appropriate to consider how cues might differ from the psychological concept of a learned association. In the first instance, learned associations are mechanisms that may or may not be adaptive, whereas cues (by definition) are necessarily adaptive. Also, cues may or may not be innate. On the one hand, mosquitoes have an innate disposition to fly in the direction of an increasing carbon dioxide gradient. That is, mosquitoes are attracted to the exhaled breath of animals. As the production of CO₂ is an artefact of respiration, it is not likely to represent a functional communicative behaviour. At the same time, mosquitoes do not need to learn to follow a CO₂ trail. In many other cases, simple associative or Pavlovian learning is sufficient to account for adaptive behaviours without appealing to an innate biological mechanism. That is, for ethologists, cues can entail responses that can be either wholly learned or innate. When wholly learned, associations may be regarded as a causal mechanism that enables cues.

At least in Western culture, vibrato is typically slower than fear-induced trembling. Presumably, this connotes a more controlled effect—suggesting high emotionality, without necessarily evoking fear or terror in a listener.

10. Conclusion

In attempting to understand the emotional dimensions of music, how sounds induce emotions in listeners is one of the more difficult questions. This paper has explored several potential emotion-inducing approaches including signals, cues, indices, mirrors and associations. Learned associations may be emotionally compelling, but they are of limited compositional utility unless the associations are widely shared among listeners. As associations can be entirely arbitrary (with no resemblance between the sounds and the evoked memory), they may be useful when accounting for idiosyncratic or paradoxical responses to particular stimuli. Mirrors appear to be important mechanisms that provide a ready explanation for how expressed emotion may be echoed as evoked emotion—with the important caveat that mirrors are restricted to action-oriented behaviours. Signals, by contrast, offer a unique opportunity to induce feeling states that are not simply reflections of the displayed affect. Signals warrant particular interest since, as evolved communicative behaviours, both the displaying behaviour and the observer’s response are innate, and so presumably shared across all human listeners. In humans at least, the responses are not the involuntary innate releasing mechanisms envisioned by

consideration of some of the causal mechanisms that may be involved. To this end, we might contrast the ethological concepts with two plausible mechanisms for music-induced affect, notably mirror processes and associations.

8. Tempo as mirror

Mirror neuron systems are closely linked to motor behaviours. Those stimuli most apt to evoke mirror responses are those implying a particular motor action rather than an emotion per se. When we hear someone speaking with a ‘frog’ in his/her throat, we may feel an unconscious compulsion to want to clear our own throat. Any evoked emotions are presumed to arise from a Jamesian process of self-perception [52]. Mirror systems may be the basis for emotional contagion [53].

The close relationship to motor action suggests that mirror responses are most likely to be evoked by musical features related to action. A large body of research has examined the relationship between music and movement. The foremost behaviour examined has been locomotion, notably walking.

Recording acceleration data from different body parts over sustained periods of daily activity, MacDougall and Moore [54] showed that the distribution of preferred musical tempos is very closely related, not to the movement of legs or arms, but to the motion of the head. (When walking, head movements are twice the frequency of individual leg or arm movements.) Consistent with other music research, the key to tempo perception appears to be vestibular activation. What makes 40 beats min⁻¹ sound sluggish and lethargic (whereas 120 beats min⁻¹ sounds spirited and zestful) is that these frequencies match head movements for lethargic and spirited walking, respectively. Moreover, it is not simply that these slower and faster beat rates represent or convey lethargic and spirited activity; as beat rate is echoed in the motor cortex, mirror processes might be expected to evoke feelings of lethargy or energy (respectively) in an engaged listener. In short, a mirror process may explain how fast and slow music succeeds in inducing languid or exuberant feeling states. Although further research is warranted, the induced affects arising from different tempos appear consistent with a mirror process linked to the vestibular system.

9. Vibrato as association

As noted, many associations are idiosyncratic to individual listeners. However, some associations are widespread across a culture—such as the association of Taps with funeral or memorial events. Other associations might be deemed ‘universal’ due to shared experiences. For example, virtually all humans have broadly similar experiences with gravity, breathing, walking, thirst, happiness and other phenomena. One of these stock phenomena is the experience of fear.

When in a state of fear, trembling may result. The trembling is attributable to high levels of adrenaline and associated peripheral acetylcholine which increases muscle reactivity. All skeletal muscles are influenced, including the muscles involved in vocal production. Fear or nervousness is often evident in the trembling sound of the voice, with a distinctive modulation of pitch. Although trembling may also be visible in hand motions, trembling is most likely to become evident first, in the voice.
early ethologists. Nevertheless, the feeling states evoked by observing a signal do tend to be stereotypic, making them especially attractive tools when composing music intended to induce emotions in listeners. Finally, indices are notably ‘honest’ signals whose connotations ought to be self-evident to listeners.

The affect-inducing concepts discussed here are not intended to be exhaustive or exclusive. Juslin, for example, has outlined a framework for music-induced emotion that posits eight mechanisms, referred to using the acronym BRECHEMA: brain stem reflexes, rhythmic entrainment, evaluative conditioning, contagion, visual imagery, episodic memory, musical expectancy and aesthetic judgement ([56] revised in [5]). As with signals and cues, the specific physiological/cognitive pathways for each mechanism discussed in this paper await detailed exposition. It may turn out that some of the mechanisms distinguished here share identical neural origins that warrant a single description.

In addition, none of the mechanisms for auditory-evoked affect discussed here should be considered mutually exclusive. For example, learned associations, mirror processes and cognitive appraisals can conceivably coexist, and any given acoustical stimulus might well activate each of these mechanisms concurrently. Parallel systems suggest the possibility of evoking mixed emotions—a state that is commonly reported among listeners [57]. Crying provides an illustrative example. Mirror mechanisms suggest that observing someone crying might lead to an empathetic response in which the observer also feels disposed to cry. However, crying also bears the hallmarks of an ethological signal. Here, the research suggests that crying commonly evokes sympathetic feelings of compassion that motivate the observer to offer assistance (or to terminate aggressive behaviours). As a result, the combination of mirror and signalling processes implies that for many observers, a crying display may result, the combination of mirror and signalling processes (or to terminate aggressive behaviours). As a useful heuristic in this effort is attending to possible multimodal aspects of purported displays. As signals are intended to be communicative, they tend to be conspicuous, and one way of ensuring conspicuousness is via multimodal displays. For decades, emotion researchers have tended to focus on facial expressions without attending to acoustical concomitants of emotion. Researchers interested in acoustical aspects of emotion would be wise to avoid a similar myopia—by attending to multimodal correlates.
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